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Lack of quenching for the resonant transmission through an inhomogeneously oscillating
quantum well
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The spectral weights of the wave-function sidebands for a quantum well in the presence of an inhomoge-
neous electromagnetic~EM! field are studied by introducing a wave function with the form of a Floquet state
and then solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation approximately. The two cases of radiation direction
of the EM field parallel and perpendicular to the well axis are considered. We find that the inhomogeneity of
the EM field may eliminate the sideband quenching. Based on the spectral weight, the transmission probability
through the well is investigated. The energy-level splitting for a special case, the averaged vector potential
equal to zero, is also studied.@S0163-1829~98!04128-9#
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The electron tunneling through nanostructures in the p
ence of a time-dependent electromagnetic~EM! field has
been a subject of increasing interest in the past few year
number of new effects have been observed, such as
photon-assisted tunneling,1–3 the splitting of the Coulomb
oscillation peaks,1–3 the photon-electron pumping,4,5 etc.

Since the pioneering work of Tien and Gordon,6 it has
been well known that an oscillating potential with frequen
v can change the energy of an electron stateE into a set of
energiesE6n\v (n50,1,2,...), the so-called sideband e
ergies. All phenomena mentioned above are related to
spectral weights of the sidebands. Theoretically, there
two main approaches to study the sideband effects: one
take the adiabatic approximation and use the Gree
function technique,7–12 and the other is to solve the time
dependent Schro¨dinger equation directly.13,14In the adiabatic
approximation approach, one assumes that the externa
tential, say,eV cosvt, only causes the single-electron e
ergy ek a rigid shift @ek→ek(t)5ek1eV cosvt#, but no
transition between different electronic states tak
place.7,10–12 Then the obtained spectral weight of thenth
sidebandsn , which is proportional toJn

2(a) ~where a
5eV/\v is a dimensionless variable for the effective fie
strength!,7 will vanish at certain values ofa, corresponding
to the zeros of the Bessel functionJn . This result is usually
called sideband quenching.7 By using the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion approach, sideband quenching has also b
obtained.7,13,14

Since the spectral weights are related to the transmis
probabilities, one can check the sideband effect by exam
ing the strengths of the side peak around the central r
nance, or by measuring the heights of the side step of theI -V
curves. Surprisingly, in the experiments by Drexleret al.1
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~4!/2008~5!/$15.00
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and Blick et al.,2 no sideband quenching is observed. It
important to notice that almost all the theoretical works th
led to sideband quenching always considered the region
homogeneous fields~either in the quantum-well region or in
the lead region!. On the other hand, in experiments by Dre
ler et al.1 and Blick et al.,2 the broadband bowtie antenna
used to couple the microwave fields to the system, wh
may produce an inhomogeneous field in the quantum-w
region. We expect that the inhomogeneity may play an
sential role in eliminating sideband quenching.

In order to check this idea, we consider a quantum w
applied by a time-dependent field, propagating head-to-h
along thez axis, and forming a spatial inhomogeneous
standing wave in the quantum-well region. Two spec
cases, the radiation direction parallel and perpendicula
the well axis, have been investigated~see Fig. 1!. Taking the
Coulomb gauge, the electric fieldE52(1/c)(]A/]t). By
solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation, the spec
tral weight of sidebandssl and the transmission probabilit
T(e) are obtained. It turns out that lack of sideband quen
ing is found for these inhomogeneous field cases where b

FIG. 1. Schematic description of the model system.E is the
external electric field.~a! and ~b! correspond to the cases of th
radiation direction parallel and perpendicular to the well axis,
spectively.
2008 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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E(r ,t) and A(r ,t) depend on the coordinatesr . Besides, a
slight asymmetry of the spectral weights of the sideband
also found, the same as the result by Wagner.14

1. The case with the radiation direction parallel to well axis

In order to calculate the spectral weights of the sideban
we consider that the system is completely confined in thz
direction by assuming that the heights of the barriers
infinite, i.e., the confining potential is

V~r !5 H 1`,
0,

uzu.a/2
uzu<a/2. ~1!

For the realistic system with finite barrier height, the tunn
ing effect can be described by introducing the phenome
logical parameterG, which measures the decay width of th
resonant state. To characterize the inhomogeneity of the
ternal field in the well region, we assume that the elec
field E is parallel to thex axis and chooseA5(Ax,0,0)
where Ax has the form ofAx5(E0c/v)@g(z)#cosvt. Ex-
panding Ax into Fourier components, one hasAx(z)
5(n Ax(qn)exp$iqnz%, where

Ax~qn!5
E0c

av E
2a/2

a/2

g~z!e2 iqnzdz[
E0c

v
gn , ~2!

and qn52pn/a (n50,61,62,...). Neglecting the higher
order terms ofAx(qn) as in Refs. 6 and 15, the Hamiltonia
of the system under consideration can be expressed as

H5H082
i\e

mc
Ax~q0!cosvt

d

dx
,

~3!

H085H02
i\e

mc (
nÞ0

Ax~qn!eiqnzcosvt
d

dx
,

whereH0 is the Hamiltonian without the external field, an
the wave function ofH0 is

f ~r ,t !5ei ~kxx1kyy!coskzze2 i e0t/\, ~4!

with e05\2(kx
21ky

21kz
2)/2m, andkz5(2n11)p/a.

Next, we need to find the solution of the HamiltonianH08 .
The point here is to find a solution with a special form, t
form of the Floquet state. The Floquet state is the analog
Bloch state when replacing a spatially periodic potential w
a time periodic potential.14 Therefore, the wave function o
the HamiltonianH08, w(r ,t), should be expressed as

w~r ,t !5e2 i et/\u~r ,t !5e2 i et/\(
l

ul~r !eil vt. ~5!

ul(r ) can be expanded into the series ofAx(qn):

ul~r !5ul
~0!~r !1 (

nÞ0
ul ,qn

~1! ~r !Ax~qn!1¯ . ~6!

Notice thatw(r ,t) should return tof (r ,t) if Ax(qn)50; so
only one term in the set of$ul

(0)(r )% is not zero, which is
denoted byu0

(0)(r ). In fact, which one we choose as th
nonzero term does not affect the result.
is

s,

e

-
o-
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c

a

Substituting the expression ofw(r ,t) into the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation ofH08 Eq. ~3!, only keeping
the terms with the first order ofAx(qn), and by comparing
the coefficient of the terms with the same exp$ilvt%, one eas-
ily finds

~ l 50! H0u0~r !5eu0~r !, ~7!

~ l 51! H0u1~r !2
i\e

2mc (
nÞ0

Ax~qn!eiqnz
d

dx
u0~r !

5~e2\v!u1~r !, ~8!

~ l 521! H0u21~r !2
i\e

2mc (
nÞ0

Ax~qn!eiqnz
d

dx
u0~r !

5~e1\v!u21~r !, ~9!

~ lÞ0,61! H0ul~r !5~e2 l\v!ul~r !. ~10!

Notice that the boundary conditionw(r ,t)uz56a/250 corre-
sponds toul(r )uz56a/250.

From Eq.~7!, which is an eigenequation, one easily o
tains u0(r )5eikxxeikyycoskzz, and e5\2(kx

21ky
21kz

2)/2m
5e0 with kz5(2n11)p/a. It should be pointed out thate is
independent withAx(qn) in the first-order approximation.

Then we solve Eq.~8!. Substitutingu0(r ) andu1(r ), Eq.
~6!, into Eq. ~8!, and noticing thatu1

0(r )50, one easily ob-
tains

H0u1,qn

~1! ~r !1
\kxe

2mc
eiqnzcoskzzeikxxeikyy

5~e02\v!u1,qn

~1! ~r !. ~11!

Then letu1,qn

(1) (r )5u1,qn

(1) (z)eikxxeikyy; one has

2
\2

2m

d2

dz2 u1,qn

~1! ~z!1
\kxe

2mc
eiqnzcoskzz

5S e02
\2~kx

21ky
2!

2m
2\v Du1,qn

~1! ~z!. ~12!

Noticing that the above differential equation is not
eigenequation, and the general solution is

u1,qn

~1! ~z!5Cqn
eikz8z1Dqn

e2 ikz8z

2
\kxe

4mc F ei ~qn1kz!z

eqn1kz
2e01\v

1
ei ~qn2kz!z

eqn2kz
2e01\vG

[Cqn
eikz8z1Dqn

e2 ikz8z1 f qn
~z!, ~13!

where kz85Akz
222mv/\, eqn6kz

5\2@kx
21ky

21(qn

6kz)
2#/2m, andf qn

(z) is a compact notation of the last term

on the right-hand side ofu1,qn

(1) (z), andCqn
and Dqn

are ar-

bitrary constant that should be determined by the bound
condition, u1,qn

(1) (6a/2)50. From the boundary condition

one has the following equations:
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Cqn
eikz8a/21Dqn

e2 ikz8a/21 f qn
~a/2!50,

~14!

Cqn
e2 ikz8a/21Dqn

eikz8a/21 f qn
~2a/2!50.

Then the coefficientsCqn
andDqn

are determined, andu1(r )

is obtained immediately. Notice thatf qn
(2a/2)5 f q2n

(a/2)

52 f qn
(a/2), one easily findsCq2n

1Cqn
50 and Dqn

1Dq2n
50. If one only considers the case ofAx(qn)

5Ax(q2n) @i.e., Ax(z)5Ax(2z)#, ul(r ) will reduce to

u1~r !5 (
nÞ0

2\kxe

2mc

cos~kz1qn!z

eqn1kz
2e01\v

eikxxeikyyAx~qn!.

~15!

By using the same procedure, we can solve Eqs.~9! and
~10! as

u21~r !5 (
nÞ0

2\kxe

2mc

cos~kz2qn!z

eqn2kz
2e01\v

eikxxeikyyAx~qn!,

~16!

ul~r !50 ~ lÞ0,61!. ~17!

Then substitutingul(r ) into Eq. ~5!, and the wave func-
tion of the HamiltonianH08 , w(r ,t), can be obtained as

w~r ,t !5ei ~kxx1kyy!e2 i e0t/\H coskzz2
\ekx

2mc

3 (
nÞ0

Feivt
cos~qn1kz!z

eqn1kz
2e01\v

1e2 ivt
cos~qn2kz!z

eqn2kz
2e02\vGAx~qn!J . ~18!

Referring to the Tien-Gordon theory,6 we finally find the
wave function of the total HamiltonianH,

c~r ,t !5w~r ,t !(
l

Jl~a!e2 i l vt, ~19!

where

a5
ekxAx~q0!

mcv
5

E0ekxq0

amv2

is a dimensionless variable for the effective field streng
andc(r ,t) can be expressed in the following form:

c~r ,t !5(
l

(
k̃z

Bl~ k̃z!e
i ~kxx1kyy!cos k̃zze2 i ~e01 l\v!t/\,

~20!

where k̃z5(2n11)p/a. Since the set of the function
cos(k̃zz) with different k̃z is orthonormal, the spectral weigh
of the sidebands can be expressed asSl5S k̃z

uBl( k̃z)u2. If

only the ground state (kz5p/a) of the electron in the well is
taken into account, thenSl is given by
,

Sl~e0!5UJl~a!1
\ekx

2mc
@h2~1!Jl 21~a!1h1~1!Jl 11~a!#U2

1S \ekx

2mcD
2

(
n.0

uh1~n!Jl 11~a!1h2~n11!Jl 21~a!

1h1~2n21!Jl 11~a!1h2~2n!Jl 21~a!u2, ~21!

where

h6~n![
Ax~qn!

eqn1kz
2e06\v

. ~22!

Let sl denote the normalized spectral weight of the sid
bands,sl5Sl(e0)/( lSl(e0).

The dimensionless variable obtained in this work is

a5
ekxAx~q0!

mcv
5

E0ekxq0

amv2 ,

which is scaled asv22, the same as the result obtained
Wagner,14 but different from the scaling ofv21 obtained by
the adiabatic approximation approach. Moreover, nowa de-
pends on the transverse momentumkx . From Eq.~21! one
easily sees that whenkx50, sl ( lÞ0) is identically equal to
zero for any amplitude of the external fieldE0 , which means
that the energy levele0 does not split into sidebands.

Now let us consider the more interesting case w
kxÞ0. From Eq.~21!, the spectral weight of the sidebandssl
is highly nonlinear with E0 . Since the vector potentia
A(r ,t) depends onr , the spectral weight of the sidebandssl
will be related to the Bessel functionsJl 21(a), Jl(a), and
Jl 11(a). It is impossible to find a nonzero value ofa mak-
ing all three Bessel functions@Jl 21(a), Jl(a), andJl 11(a)#
be zero. Therefore, with increasing the amplitude of the
ternal fieldE0 , the spectral weight of the sidebandssl varies,
but never vanishes, i.e., the sideband quenching is elimin
under the inhomogeneity of the EM field. This behavior
shown in Fig. 2~a! for Ex5E0 cosqzsinvt. One can also
see a slight asymmetry for the sidebandss6 l . For compari-

FIG. 2. The spectral weightssl vs a for the case of the radiation
direction parallel to the well axis, wherev51, a50.1, kx5ky

5kz5p/a, and in units of e5\5c5m51. ~a! Ex

5E0 cosqzsinvt with q5p/a; ~b! the homogeneous case wit
Ex5E0 sinvt for comparison.
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son, Fig. 2~b! presents the case of a homogeneous field
taking Ex5E0 sinvt. In this case one simply hassl

5Jl
2(a), exhibiting the sideband quenching.

2. The case with the radiation direction perpendicular
to the well axis

In this case the system is confined in they direction @see
Fig. 1~b!#, and the confining potential is

V~r !5 H 1`, uyu.a/2
0, uyu<a/2 . ~23!

Now the vector potential is set to beA5(Ax,0,0) with Ax
5(E0c/v)g(z)cosvt. Considering the standing wave as
periodic function, i.e.,Ax(z1b)5Ax(z), and taking the Fou-
rier expansion, one hasAx(z)5SnAx(qn) exp(iqnz) with

Ax~qn!5
E0c

bv E
2b/2

b/2

g~z!e2 iqnzdz[
E0c

v
gn , ~24!

whereqn52pn/b (n50,61,...). By neglecting the higher
order terms ofAx(qn) as in case 1, the Hamiltonian can b
written as the same form as in Eq.~3!. Then one obtains the
wave function as

c~r ,t !5e2 i e0t/\ei ~kxx1kzz! coskyy

3H 12
\ekx

2mc (
nÞ0

eiqnz@h1~n!eivt1h2~n!e2 ivt#J
3 (

l 52`

1`

Jl~a!e2 i l vt, ~25!

where ky only takes the values of (2n11)p/a (n50,
61,...). Different from case 1, there is no restriction
Ax(z)5Ax(2z) @or Ax(qn)5Ax(q2n)# in this case. Then the
spectral weight of the sideband obtained is

sl~e0!5BFJl
2~a!1S \ekx

2mcD
2

(
nÞ0

uh1~n!Jl 11~a!

1h2~n!Jl 21~a!u2G , ~26!

whereB is the normalization factor.
Figure 3~a! showssl vs E0 ~or a!. Again, the spectra

weight of the sidebandssl has a lack of quenching at an
values ofE0 and exhibits a slight asymmetry~not shown in
the figure!. These features originated from the inhomoge
ity of the electric field in the quantum-well region. We als
see from Fig. 3~a! that sl saturates at largea. Figure 3~b!
presents the spectral weight of the sidebands for the
with homogeneous field for comparison, which clea
shows the sideband quenching and the symmetric spe
weights.

Based on the spectral weightsl , one can calculate the
electron transmission probability through the quantum w
in the presence of the external fieldT(e).14 Let GL (GR)
denote the half width of the resonant energy level due to
tunneling through the left~right! barrier to the left~right!
lead without the external field. Since the states of differ
y

-

se

ral

ll

e

t

sidebands are orthonormal, the transmission probabilityT(e)
can be obtained by the Breit-Wigner formula as

T~e!5(
l

slG
LGR

~e2e01 l\v!21~G/2!2 , ~27!

whereG5GL1GR . Figure 4 showsT vs e for case 2. In Fig.
4~a!, we take Ax(q0)5E0c/v, Ax(q61)50.5E0c/v, and
Ax(qn)50 for all other qn’s. The sideband peaks do no
vanish at anya ~excepta50! with a slight asymmetry~too
small to see!. With the increasing ofE0 ~or a!, more and
more sideband peaks emerge. These features are in a
ment with the experiments by Drexleret al.1 For compari-
son, Fig. 4~b! presents the result of homogeneous field w
Ax(qn)50 (nÞ0), showing a strong quenching for the ma
peak ata52.4.

Finally, we study a special case withAx(q0)50, i.e., the
average of vector potentialA(r ,t) on the coordinatesr equal

FIG. 3. The spectral weightssl vs a for the case of the radiation
direction perpendicular to the well axis, wherev51, a5b50.5,
andkx5ky5kz5p/a. ~a! Ex5E0 cosqzsinvt ~for uzu<b/2) with
q51.5p/a; ~b! the homogeneous case withEx5E0sinvt for com-
parison.

FIG. 4. T(e) vs e for the case of the radiation direction perpe
dicular to the well axis, wherev51, a5b51, kx5ky5kz5p/a,
a52.4, and GL5GR50.1. ~a! Ax(q0)5E0c/v, Ax(q61)
50.5E0c/v, and all otherAx(qn) are equal to zero;~b! all Ax(qn)
are equal to zero exceptAx(q0)5E0c/v.
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to zero, leading toa50. In this particular case the main
resonant peak will mainly be splitted into three side
band peaks~see Fig. 5!. From Eq. ~21! or Eq. ~26!, one
can easily find that onlys0 ands61 have significant ampli-
tudes; the others are zero in the first-order approximati
If one considers the second-order terms,Ax

2(qn), the side-
bands s62 will emerge, but the ratios62 /s61 is about

FIG. 5. T(e) vs e for the case of the radiation direction perpen
dicular to the well axis and withAx(q0)50, wherev51, a5b
50.4, kx5ky5kz5p/a, E050.1, GL5GR50.1, Ex

5E0sinqzsinvt ~at uzu<z/2) with q51.5p/a.
C

,

L
n

.

eAx /cPx'eE0 /v\kx'0.01 ~all parameters are the same a
in Fig. 5, and in the units ofe5\5c51).

In summary, we have studied the sideband effect of th
electron transmission through a quantum well in the presen
of a time-dependent field. We find that whether the sideba
quenching appears is critically dependent on the homogen
ity of the field in the quantum-well region. Lack of sideband
quenching is found for the inhomogeneous field case, whic
is in agreement with the experiments by Drexleret al.1 and
Blick et al.2 Recently, we have noticed that Oosterkam
et al. reported the electron tunneling through a quantum d
in which one can see a sideband quenching.3 We guess it
probably comes from the homogeneity of the field in the do
region. In addition, two characters are predicted in this wor
no splitting of the resonant energy level forkx50; and
mainly splitted into three sidebands forAx(q0)50.
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